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INTRODUCTION

The Problem
There are many bilingual children in the State of 

Arizona. Concerning this situation, the State Department 
of Public Instruction has made public the following facts 
(1): "Nor the state as a whole almost one-third of the
elementary school pupils come from homes where a foreign 
language is used by the parents. This requires that many 
first grade pupils be taught to understand and speak English 
before effective schoolwork can bo carried on." Moot of 
the children referred to are speakers of Hexican-Spanish, 
but in addition there is a smaller but substantial group 
of bilinguals in the state, the American Indians. Typical 
of this group is the Papago people, a tribe of over 7,000 
members, a large percentage of which are children of school 
age (13). Those children, like other bilinguals, need help 
in bridging the gulf between the languages. One area of 
difficulty these Indian children encounter is that of "for
eign accent", variant pronunciations of English which give 
a somehow "different" quality to the speech as heard by 
native speakers of English. This difference in speech has 
a social importance to many, both children and adults, who 
seem to place values on similarities and differences. "The 
difference which a 1 foreign accent* makes is directly related
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to the stereotypes, attitudes and prejudices of the natives 
of a community with respect to the nationality of which the 
* accent t is typical.... The average person reacts favorably 
to speech styles which suggest to him the racial, national 
and social groups which he admires. He will, in most cases, 
dislike speech styles which suggest racial or national 
groups which ho resents, or conditions of living which are 
below his own standards." (£) This factor of social impor
tance now has more moaning for the Papago, for the once iso
lated people has "...depended increasingly on wage work on 
nearby ranches and farms and in mines as well as on employ
ment by the government." (13) Increasing contact with non- 
Indian culture brings into sharper focus the effect "foreign 
accent" can have on the Papago.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose, of the study was to discover the relation

ship between sound substitutions in the English speech of 
Papago Indian children and the differences between the sound 
systems of the English and Papago languages. Korc specific
ally, the study sought to answer these questions:

1. Vfnat are the similarities in the sound systems 
of the Papago and English languages?

2. Uhat are the; differences between the two systems?
3. Arc there consistent errors in the English speech 

of the Papago, and if so, what are they?
h-. What relationship exists between errors found and



the differences between the two languages?
5. Can the findings of this study be of value to the 

classroom teacher of Papago children?

Procedure
Answers to the questions above wore sought through the 

following procedures:
1. Literature was reviewed in the fields of phone

tics and phonemics, bilingualism, and Papago lan
guage and culture♦

2. Phonemic analyses of the two languages wore com
pared to determine the similarities and differences 
in the sound systems.

3. A preliminary survey to determine the scope of the 
problem was made at the Sells School.

h. Papago children wore tested to detect consistent 
sound substitutions by means of their electrically 
recorded speech.

5. These sound substitutions were compared with the 
differcnccs".in the sound systems of the two lan
guages.

6. The results of this comparison were evaluated with 
a view toward recommendations concerning the teach
ing of English pronunciation to the Papago children

The review of the literature, as outlined in the first 
procedure above, constitutes the material in Chapter One.



CHAPTER I

REVIEW OF PERTI1S1IT LITERATURE

The literature reviewed preparatory to the undertaking 
of this study cane from tliree basic areas; linguistics, 
anthropology, and speech correction. In these areas atten
tion was focused on phonetics and phonemics, phonetic and 
phonemic aspects of bilingualism, and Papago Indian lan
guage and culture.

Phono tics and Phonemic s
Phonetics.— Phonetics is the scientific study of speech 

sounds, and an integral part of the broad field of the study 
of language. Those who pursue the scientific study of 
language are called linguists, and the science, linguistics. 
Gleason (6), in his recent text dealing with descriptive 
linguistics, subdivides language into tliree elements: (1)
structure of expression, or sound patterns, (2) structure of 
content, and (3) vocabulary. Phonetics is a branch of 
linguistics dealing with the first subdivision of language - 
that of structure of expression, or sound patterns. Heffner 
(9), a phonetician, has succinctly summarized this relation
ship in the following paragraph:

Phonetics as a science is an integral part of linguis
tics; phonetics as an art proceeds from the basic data 
of scientific phonetics. Linguistics is the scientific



study of language, or languages; that is, linguistics 
strives to discover general truths and to formulate 
general laws relating to the growth and structure of 
its object, be this one or several languages. A lan
guage is commonly, and grossly, thought of as the sum- 
total of words and constructions, or combinations of 
words, used and understood by members of a consider
able c ommunity.
Phonetics, the science of speech sounds, as conceived 

by Kantner and West (li}.), includes: "...the consideration
of the symbolic nature of speech sounds, the way in which 
speech sounds are produced by the speech mechanism, the 
physical and psychological mechanisms connected with the 
perception of those sounds by the auditory mechanism, and 
lastly, the varying usage and variant pronunciation of 
those sounds in different parts of a given country or of 
the world." Heffner (9), on the other hand, in defining 
phonetics, differentiates between phonetics as a science, 
and as an art, A s a  science it seeks general truths and 
laws relating to sounds and sound production, while as an 
art it uses the basic data described by scientific phonetics 
to facilitate the recognition and reproduction of speech 
sounds. Heffner*s work, as the title General Phonetics 
implies, is a treatment of non-English as well as English 
speech sounds, while that of Kantner and Host is a treat
ment of the field of phonetics primarily oriented as a 
basic text, and primarily concerned with speech sounds of 
English.

Kenyon (15), a phonetician largely concerned with 
American English pronunciation problems, wrote that phonetics



11.. ,has exceptional qualities as a branch of science adap
ted to educational ends." Its field of facts is, he felt, 
all around us, and available to all. "They arc el oriental 
facts of mental behavior in one aspect of experiencej and 
the observation of these facts constitutes as real an ap
proach, so far as it goes, to the understanding of mental 
phenomena as the study of psychology."

This study of speech sounds nay bo carried out in any
one of several basic approaches, or combinations thereof.
Kantnor and host (Ik) list throe approaches: (1) the
acoustic approach, which studies effects of the sounds on
the auditory mechanism, (2) the placement approach, which
studies the position of the "speech organs", and (3) the
kinesiologic approach, which involves the study of the
position of the organs, as well as the movements necessary
to produce the position. Heffner (9) mentions only two
approaches, the genetic, in which movements of the speech
organs are studied, and the gcnnemic, in which the sounds
are studied as acoustic phenomena after their production.

Regardless of the approach used, phoneticians strive
for a common goal; a repertory of speech sounds elemental
to the language being studied. Tuaddoll (28) epitomises
tho problems involved thusly:

Today, in the middle of the twentieth century, we 
have left tho Eden of phonetic innocence. Our pre
decessors could postulate as self-evident a repertory 
of isounds1, of more or less complexity, and describe 
how they and their fellows produced these sounds by 
putting such and such vocal organs into this and that
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position. Today no know that sotting up a repertory 
of sounds is itself a conplo:: analytic operation, lie 
know further that human spec eh is not a succession of 
sounds, each characterized "by its specific position of 
the vocal organs; on the contrary, we recognize an 
act of human speech as a continuum characterized by 
movements; and only by an artifice (a necessary arti
fice, to be sure) can a "position!1 bo isolated for 
study.
After isolating and defining the speech sounds in a 

given language, phoneticians arc faced with the problem, 
of reducing the sounds to a written form. The problem in
volved is that of standardization, since each written symbol 
must correspond to the came sound, to different people, at 
different places, and at different times (llj.). Key words 
are useful only when all speakers of the language pro
nounce the words the same way. For o::ample: To a speaker
of Southern British, the sound:of "a" as in "bath", is a 
sound totally unlike the American Midwesterner1s "a" in the 
same word.

A solution is found, in many instances, by devising 
symbols outside English orthography to represent the sounds. 
Several such systems have boon devised; the most widely 
used being the one promulgated by the International Phonetic 
Association (IPA), which was developed by pioneer phoneti
cians such as Ellis, Sweet, Passy, and Daniel Jones. This 
alphabet consists of symbols for each distinctive sound in 
most modern European languages.

Will there ever be a universal set of symbols for the . 
sounds in all languages? Heffner (9) thinks not. "One
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must not...expect a general treatment of the science of 
phonetics to yield a universally applicable linguistic 
classification of speech sounds. Descriptive phonetics 
can discern mutually exclusive classes of speech sounds 
only within a single language,"

Phonemics.— The concept of the phoneme is an out
growth of the science of phonetics, and involves classi
fication of speech sounds into categories of sound types. 
Kant nor and host (111) explain the difference between a 
speech sound and a phoneme by saying: "... speech sound
means any single utterance of one of the symbol units of 
speech, whereas the word phoneme■includes all of the var
iants of a given sound that are recognized as that partic
ular symbol. Speech sounds can be measured and analyzed, 
a phoneme cannot." They go on to explain that the phonetic 
alphabet is, in reality, a phonemic alphabet, for it pro
vides one symbol for each phoneme in the language.

Although basic, the phoneme is an elusive concept, and 
controversy rather than accord prevails over its exact def
inition. Bloomfield (2) defined the phoneme in 1933 us a 
"...minimum unit of distinctive sound feature." Thereafter, 
as others re-defined, the concept grew and became more com
plicated. In 193̂ -, Swadesh (23) wrote: "The phonemic prin
ciple is that there are in each language a limited number 
of elemental types of speech sounds called phonemes, pe
culiar to that language; that all sounds produced in the cm*
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ploymcnt of tho given language are referable to its set of 
phonemes; that only its own phonemes are at all significant 
in the given languageTwaddell (27) discussed the phoneme 
in 1935 variously as a psychological reality, a physical 
reality, and advocated its concept as a fiction. Gleason 
(6), writing in 195>5>, believed that the phoneme defies ex
act definition, but that "...the phoneme is a minimum fea
ture of the expression system of a spoken language by which 
one thing that may be said is distinguished from any other 
thing that may bo said."

Archibald Hill (10) has summarized the main current of 
change in thought regarding the phonemic concept since the 
writing of Bloomfield13 Language. In his "Linguistics Since 
Bloomfield", he describes advances in phonetic and phonemic 
accuracy and changes in phonemic theory.

In spite of the controversy over definition, the phone
mic concept fulfills its purpose in providing sound explan
ation for many of the problems of those engaged in the 
scientific study of speech sounds.

The Phonetic and Phonemic Aspects 
of Bilingualism

General •principles.— With the advent of phonemic theory, 
linguists have become interested in the phenomena of bilin
gualism. Bloomfield (2) defined bilingualism as a "...native 
like control of two languages." His explanation of foreign 
accent, in terms of the phoneme, is still sound. "...when 
a foreign speaker reproduces the phonemic values so as to
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make himself understood, but does not distribute the non- 
distinctive features in accordance with our habit, wo say 
that he op calcs our language well enough, but with a foreign 
'accent*." Swadeoh (2l|J, writing in 19l|.l, considered sev
eral possible definitions of a bilingual:

1. One who is able to handle two languages with equal 
ease.

2. One who handles one language with ease, the other 
with difficulty.

3. One who has difficulty with both languages.
(He finds the last possibility hard to visualize in a nor
mal individual.) Swadeoh considers the handling of the 
two languages with equal ease an ideal situation. Under 
such circumstances one could speak both languages with 
such facility that native speakers of both languages would 
note no peculiarity in ones speech. This is probably more 
idealistic than ideal, since most of the writers in the 
field attribute the problem of foreign accent to an inher
ently faulty perception of language. Ilario Pei (22), a 
more popular writer dealing with the subject of language, 
laid distortions of speech sounds by foreigners to a basic 
imperfection in the hearing apparatus, in that the hearer 
normally hears only about one half of the sounds produced 
by the speaker, and supplies the rest himself, out of the 
context. Gleason (6) said that "The process of learning 
a second language involves, among other things, learning
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to make distinctions, both in hearing and speaking, that 
are phonemic in the new language...11, while Bloomfield (2) 
visualized the problem as arising from the fact that vie 
hoar each language in terms of the phonemes of our native 
language.

With this basic principle at work in the process of 
acquiring language, it is a rare person indeed who is able 
to speak two languages accurately enough so that natives 
of both note no peculiarities in his speech. By far the 
larger number of bilinguals correspond to Swadeshis second 
classification above, handling one language with ease, the 
other with varying degrees of difficulty.

Authorities in the field of speech correction, apply
ing phonetic data to their field of endeavor, treat bilin
gualism as one variety of disorders of articulation, and 
have gone further than linguists into an analysis of the 
problem. In 1925 Borden and Basse (3) listed sound unit 
additions, sound unit omissions, misplaced stress, and in
correct intonation as the five characteristics of foreign 
dialect. Writing in 1937, West, Kennedy, and Carr (30) 
emphasized these elements by listing them as melody or in
tonation, sentence pattern, syllable stress, and sentence 
structure and idiom. Duncan (5), writing in Chapter 10 of 
Snoech Problems of Children, cited three main factors res
ponsible for the retention of foreign accent: (1) phone
tic and linguistic, (2) educational, and (3) cultural. She



divided the first factor above into sound units, melody 
pattern, and sentence structure or idiom.

Since the writers are in accord in the belief that the 
main fault lies in the car of the bilingual, it is not sur
prising to find much unanimity in an approach.to retraining 
which stresses ear training in the elimination of dialect 
pronunciation. Borden and Bussc (3) make the first step in 
treatment the development by car training of an awareness in 
the speaker of the difference between the sound ho makes and 
the sound ho should make. This is supplemented by building 
firm habit patterns in the now way of sound production.
•Jest, Kennedy, and Carr (30) state that the approach to re
training should be through the oar, supplemented by visual 
devices. Van Riper (29), in his list of objectives in the 
treatment of foreign dialect, stresses the oar training ap
proach in five of his eight objectives.

Specific studies within the state.— In the State of 
Arizona there have boon completed two studies dealing with 
the pronunciation problems of bilinguals, the first and most 
important reported in 191 !-0 by Klonda Lynn (1 o). Working 
with the problem of 1 le;:ican-English dialect, Lynn made a 
phonetic analysis of the recorded speech of l£0 children 
from twenty-five elementary schools in Arizona, and concluded 
that there wore dialectal variations which could bo account
ed for in the differences between the two languages the 
children spoke, I Ionican-Spanish and English. Among her

12
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remedial suggestions, she advocated the use of ear train
ing so that the child nay hear the correct sound, this in 
conjunction with the use of the other sensory avenues of 
approach.

The second study uas a survey, completed in 19pl, of 
speech defects in Tucson, Arizona, elementary schools, by 
Alfred William Little (17). This piece of research, al
though primarily concerned with speech defects as such, 
incidentally reported the following facts: "The child
with at least a two-language background, although not 
considered speech defective in this report, accounts for 
one third of the elementary school population surveyed by 
random sampling. 5&5 E5̂-0! o:̂ the 1629 elementary school 
children arc bilingual in speech, and this indicates 3L..67 
percent of the population surveyed are bilingual." The 
majority of these children concerned are again, of course, 
speakers of Hczican-English dialect.

Papago Indian Language and Culture
Culture.— The most complete description of the culture 

of the Papago is found in The Desert People, by Joseph, 
Spicer, and Che sky (13), an accurate piece of research 
covering most phases of Papago life, which has the added 
virtue of having been completed fairly recently. The Papago 
Tribe, a loosely knit group of tribes speaking a common 
language, lived in a large area of desert known from the

Jtime of the coming of the Spaniards as Pimoria Alta. Joseph,
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Spicer, and Chesky report that the name of the tribe "... 
probably conies from that given them by their neighbors (as 
hoard and recorded by the Spaniards): navi coat am, Tthe
Dean-eating People1, or navi an1 antam, itho Bean People*, 
from the tenary bean which was a staple food item." The 
writers list two main divisions of the people, (1) the 
River people, living along the Gila River, and called by 
the government the "Pima Tribe", and (2) the Desert People, 
now called the "Papago Tribe”, who live south of the River 
People, Dobyns (If.), in a report covering a research pro
ject completed in 19lj.9 dealing with the Papago, states that 
the people were formerly semi-nomadic, with their food sup
ply chiefly derived from wild products, in addition to which 
some cultivated foods were grown. At present, cattle rais
ing to some degree, and an increasing dependence on wage 
and cash economy have made necessary an increasing incorp
oration into their way of life some features of the white 
man*s culture. One such feature of white culture now rec
ognized as useful to the Papago is education. Ignorance 
of the English language can keep a man from getting a job 
in the mines or on the farm, a fact recognized by many of 
the people. According to a report of the Papago Tribal 
Council in 191;. 9 (21); "... at present loss than Jj.O per cent 
of the Papago people speak English; loss than 20 per cent 
can read and write; less than two-thirds of the Papago 
children of school ago were enrolled in any school last
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year; less than one-third attended school regularly; and 
less than one-sixth were in the proper grade for their age.” 
Educational problems are many and difficult to resolve on 
the Reservation., Rot the least of these is the high percen
tage (in 1942, 25 per cent of the population) of school 
children (13) • Many of the children live in remote areas, 
making transportation to and from school a major task. The 
increasing dependency on wage economy forces families to 
move off the Reservation to their work, causing school at
tendance to fluctuate considerably.

The Papago people seem willing to accept some of the 
useful features of white culture, but wish to remain "the 
Desert People". Joseph, Spicer, and Cheeky (13) report: 
"Less than one-tenth of 1 per cent of those on the tribal 
roll are tPapago-American’, i.e., have white blood. But 
there is some Yaqui and other Indian blood among the Papago, 
and in recent years a few young Papago have married members 
of other Indian tribes they met at off-Reservation boarding 
schools."

Language.— Research in American Indian languages, es
pecially that dealing with Indians of the Southwest, is 
sparse. Hex-man (20), writing in The American Anthropologist 
in 1954, attributes this largely to the fact that interest 
in American Indian linguistics has been historically focused 
on the north Pacific Coast.

The Papago language is generally accepted as a branch
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of the Uto-Aztecan family of Indian languages (20). The 
earliest work with the language which is preserved in de
tail was done by Captain F. S. Grossman (8), of the 17th 
United States Infantry, in 1871. Captain Grossman compiled 
3,000 words of the Pima and Papago languages, making no 
distinction between the two. Interestingly enough, his key 
to pronunciation varies little from those of the later 
writers on the Papago language mentioned below.

In 1911.5> William Kurath (16) of the University of 
Arizona, wrote A Brief Introduction to Papago, A ITativo 
Language of Arizona, which led Swadcsh (25) to comment in 
1951[-: "The late William Kurath, a teacher of German at
the University of Arizona, did some very creditable work 
with Papago interpreters and helped encourage others to 
study the language. It is unfortunate that anthropologi
cal linguists were so intent on criticizing a few short
comings in Kurath* 3 first published work on Papago that 
they failed to recognize his excellent potentialities."
Kurath drew heavily on Bloomfield, and used the phonemic 
approach to his study of Papago. Although excellently 
done, his work is brief, and he claimed his description of 
the language to be accurate only for his one informant, 
who resided in Sells.

Mason (19), who in 1950 completed his Language of the 
Papago of Arizona, brought together materials gathered by 
himself and others as long ago as 1913, which leaves something
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to bo desired in an authoritative source. His work is 
pro sented in more detail than Kurath1s, but has been criti
cized because the phonetics were organized around patterns 
of random variation, rather than around the phonemic struc
ture of the language (?)•

Summary
This review of the literature has indicated the main 

current of thought of phoneticians who view phonetics, the 
scientific study of speech sounds, as an integral part of 
the field of linguistics; that basic areas of accord and 
difference exist in methods of approach to the study of 
phonetics; that although the definition of the phoneme 
remains fluid, its value as a basic unit of sound pattern 
in language remains unchanged; that phonemic theory affords 
a scientific explanation for the acquisition of "foreign 
accent" by bilinguals; that those in the field of speech 
correction apply phonemic theory and phonetic data to the 
retraining of bilinguals with foreign accent; that while 
material on the Papago Indian language and culture is sparse, 
it is worthy of merit.



CHAPTER II

THE PHOiTETIC STRUCTURE OF PAPA GO

"VJhen vjo try to spoal: a foreign language or' dialect, 
we are likely to replace its phonemes by the most similar 
phonemes of our own language or dialect.1' (2) This is a 
restatement of the phonemic principle as applied to bi
lingualism, which was discussed in the preceding chapter.
It is the assumption upon which the writer*s study of 
Papago Indian children is based. This chapter will dis-. 
cuss the speech sounds, or phonetic structure of the Papago 
language, in terms of its phonemes, or sound types. Some 
discussion of the phonemes of English will be included, for 
the sake of comparison in order to identify similarities 
and differences in the two languages.

General Characteristics of the Language 
The Papago language is a part of the Pima-Tepohuan 

branch of the Uto-Aztecan family of American Indian lan
guages (20). Closely related dialects of the same branch 
are Pima and Tepehuan, the latter a language of Mexico. 
Within the Papago language itself, writers recognise the 
existence of dialect groups. Joseph, Spicer, and Chosky 
cautiously state that there are "probably"'.six main dialect 
groups, as well as several mixtures of dialects whore the
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main groups join, "...wo do not have specific information • 
about the dialect groups or their distribution, for so far 
no study of the dialect geography has been attempted." (13) 
Mason (19) cites Underhill as naming four dialects of Papago 
in Arizona, in addition to Pima. The dialects seem to en
able a native listener to identify the speaker's village or 
region, but do not impair communication.

Gross Acoustic Features
Gross acoustic features of a language, which are the 

identifiable characteristics in any utterance, may bo either 
non-distinctive or distinctive. Distinctive sounds are 
those connected to and essential to meaning. A non-distinc
tive sound in one language may be distinctive in another 
language. Phonology, the study of significant speech sounds, 
rests on this assumption. The distinctive acoustic features 
of a given language are its phonemes. ICurath (16) lists the 
following gross acoustic features of Papago: (l) An ex
tremely relaxed quality which makes sounds hard to identify 
by one who does not speak the language; (2) a relative ab
sence of sounds made with.the•lips and teeth; (3) fewer 
vowels which are produced in the front of the oral cavity; 
and (1l) pairs of sounds almost indistinguishable to the 
foreign ear. Mason (19) is in agreement with Kurath when 
he states that "...fortis and harsh velar sounds are missing, 
as is nasalization. Surd stops are weakly aspirated, and 
aspiration is on the whole less than in English. Glottal
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stops are very frequent, and this, combined with marked 
quantity, both vocalic and consonantal, gives an effect of 
broken tempo...." However, as to distinguishability of 
sound pairs, he has this to say: "The sounds are clearly
cut and seldom confusing, except as regards sonancy."

Phonemes of the Papago Language
Hurath1s (l6) work on the Papago language has been used 

as the foundation for this discussion of the phonemes of 
Papago, using Mason as a guide to help confirm or deny im
pressions in cases of question. The present writer believes 
this course of action is justified by the fact that Kurath1s 
work was the one using the phonemic approach.

Vowels.— Vowels are more commonly described according 
to the terminology of the placement approach to the study 
of phonetics. This terminology includes separation into 
front, mid, and back vowels on a horizontal axis, and high, 
mid, and low vowels on a vertical axis. Figure 1 (Page 21) 
shows the vowel phonemes of Papago according to the term
inology just described.

The two authorities arc largely in accord concerning 
the types and numbers of vowels. They differ only in that 
Kurath listed (/)! and (oe), rounded front vowels, while 
Mason cited (+.), a "...high, middle unrounded vowel...." 
Realizing the problem of trying to describe phonemes of

^Parentheses indicate transcription in phonetic sym
bols
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Diphthongs:
al
31
faul

Fig. 1. Papago Vowel Phonemes
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ono language in toms of • another set of phonemes, Kurath 
said: "...ue can state generally that Papago vowels have
a somewhat wider permissible !range1 than the vowels of 
English and other languages with which moot of us are fam- 
ilior - that is, the i_ £l) 2 sound often approaches an [e] 
sound, and the au [o] sound nay approach an p_ sound on
the one hand or the a Qce] sound on the other. These varia
tions are not distinctive however; that is, there is no 
significance to bo attached to them as far as meaning goes." 
This inherent instability of the vowel sounds was found to 
be a major factor in sound substitutions of the children 
tested in this study.

Vowels beginning a word arc always modified by the 
glottal plosive approach (16).

Consonants.— Like vowels, consonant sounds are also 
described in the language of the basic approaches to the 
study of phonetics; acoustic, placement, and kinesiologic. 
The chart of Papago consonant phonemes. Figure 2 (Page 23) 
uses the language of the placement approach along the top, 
to describe the position of the speech organs, and uses the 
language of acoustic effect along the left side. Examin
ation of the chart shows a dearth of voiced consonants, as 
we know them in English, which was found to be a large 
factor in tho incidence of sound substitutions in the speech

OSymbols enclosed in brackets aro those of tho IPA in
serted by the present writer.
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of the subjects of this study.
The plosives of Papago are (p), (t), (k), and (*), 

the' glottal stop. According to ICurath (lo), they are not 
post-aspirated, as in the words "pin", "tick", and "kin", 
but arc like the plosive sounds in "spin", "stick", and 
"skin". Hason reports the voiced plosive consonants (b),
(d), and (g), but Grimes (7) suggests that the dis
tinction in the stop series should bo lenis-fortis rather 
than surd-sonant," In other words, the difference is in the 
degree and quality of activity of the speech nusclature, 
rather than one of voicing or .devoicing, ivurath (16) claims 
a wider range of variation in the unvoiced stops, which 
tends to agree with Grimes* idea. Hason (19) reports a 
glottal approach to final consonant stops which is analo
gous to the glottal approach to vowels mentioned by Kurath. 
Speaking of voiced stops, ho (llason) claims that when final 
and preceded, as is the usual case, by a glottal stop,they 
naturally become devoiced and otherwise indistinguishable 
from true voiceless sounds, The glottalization of final 
plosive consonants was one of the outstanding features of 
the Papago-Hnglish dialect studied by the writer. This 
occured in both voiced and voiceless English final plosive 
sounds,

Kurath (lb) lists syllabic (m) and (n) in addition toI I
(m) and (n) as nasals.

Tho lateral phoneme {%) is described as a sound inter-
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mediate between (ĵ ) and (A.). This description is the same 
in both Kurath and I la son.

The only other consonant phoneme differing largely from 
English is (/3), a sound akin to that used in Spanish, in a 
word such as "pobro". This sound is relatively lenis in 
musculature, in accord with the gross acoustic features of 
the language, and is described by Mason as a bilabial "v", 
being written by him (not in 1PA symbols) as either "V" or 
"W”. He recorded "V" before (<3l) and (I), and "U" before 
(f), (3), and (U).

Comparison of the Phonemes of Papago and English
While the Papago language is characterized by a relaxed, 

or lenis speech musculature, the opposite is true of English. 
The gross quality of English is fortis, or vigorous, yieldirg 
a basic difference in sound production between English and 
Papago.

Only twenty-three Papago phonemes are described in 
this chapter. This fact, when compared to the forty-nine 
phonemes of Middle Western speech reported by Bloomfield (2), 
gives an indication of the relative simplicity of the Papago 
sound system.

The two vowel systems compared.-— Figure 3 (Page 26) 
lists the vowels of American English. Comparison of these 
vowels with those of Papago show the latter to bo a simpler 
system, with eight phonemes against the sixteen of English,
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excluding diphthongs. Vowels common to both languages are 
(i), (I), (d.), (3), (U), and (u), subject of course, to the
caution by Kurath, that the boundaries of the two sets of 
phonemes arc not the same, but overlap considerably. With 
a simple vowel system, the Papago speaker can allow a wide 
latitude of sound variation and still remain within the 
boundaries of a phoneme, while the English speaker, who must 
distinguish among twice as many sounds, must make finer 
distinctions in order to remain within his phonemic boun
daries.

The two consonant systems compared.— As mentioned 
earlier in the chapter, one of the characteristics of the 
Papago sound system is a relative lack of voiced consonants.
A comparison of the chart of English consonants (Figure It, 
Page 20) with that of Papago consonants (Figure 2, Page 23) 
will make this fact apparent. While English has its cognate 
pairs of voiced and voiceless sounds, this difference is not 
distinctive as a sound feature in Papago. This is well il
lustrated in the plosive sounds. English has the phoneme 
pairs (p). and (b), (t) and (d), and (k) and ( g ), whilo in 
Papago, voicing or lack of voicing is not distinctive, and 
the Papago (p), (t), and (k) cover a wider range of sound 
variation, still remaining within their phonemic boundar
ies . Another plosive, the glottal stop, ()), is phonemic 
in Papago whilo not considered so in English.

The phonemes (m) and (n) arc common to the two language^
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while syllabic (ra) and (n) are peculiar to Papago, and; (g) 
is peculiar to English.

Thp English language has a lateral consonant, (|), 
made with the front part of the tongue touching the al
veolar ridge, while Papago has a lateral sound deemed re
troflex by most writers, described by Kurath as (h) pre
ceding (j[), or ). It is further described as being be
tween (J|) and (jO by both Kurath and Mason. The present 
writer will use the retroflexed (j() symbol, or (ĵ) to re
present the sound.

The English language has ton fricative consonants, con
sisting largely of cognate pairs of voiced and voiceless 
sounds, while in Papago, five consonants are found, mostly 
voiceless or making little distinction as to degree of voic
ing. Those phonemes found in both languages are (s), (^),
(j), and (h), while (yfl) is peculiar to Papago, and (f), (v), 
(0), ($), and (j) arc peculiar to English.

Both languages have the semivowel (w), while English 
has (hw) as well.

There arc no affricates in Papago such as ( t j )  and (dj) 
which arc found in English.

Summary
Certain similarities can be noted in the sound systems 

of Papago and American English. The vowel phonemes (i), (I) 
(flu), (0 ) , (U)j and (u) are largely similar in both- systems. 
The consonant phonemes (p), (t), (k), (m), (n), (s), (j),
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(j), (h), and (w) arc coranon to both languages, although 
Papago does not distinguish between phonemes on the basis 
of voicing or devoicing as English does.

Differences between the two sound systems can also be 
noted. The American English vowel phonemes (e), (6.), (dt), 
(a), (o), (A)> ( # ) , and (3)  arc not present in
Papago. American English consonants (b), (d), (g), ((), 
(n)> (f), (v), (6 ), ()), (z), (j), i t j ) ,  (dj)» and (hw) arc 
not found in Papago, while the Papago phonemes (̂ ) and (̂3) 
are not found in English. Diphthongs of English are (cl), 
(al), (01), (aU), and (oU), while those of Papago are (&I), 
(01), (/I), and (ul).

Generally, the sound system of Papago has fewer phone
mes, hence a wider range of permissible variation in sound 
production within a given phoneme. This includes a wider 
range of variation in voicing or lack of voicing in a sound 
than is found in English phonemes.



CHAPTER III

PRELIIII1TARY SURVEY OP THE PROBLEM

This chapter will present a discussion of tho prelimin
ary survey undertaken in order to determine whether sound 
substitutions were present in the English speech of Papago 
children, and if substitutions were found, to determine the 
extent. The discussion will include the selection of sub
jects, construction and administration of the test materials, 
and treatment of the findings.

Selecting the Subjects
To determine tho existence of substitutions in the 

English speech of Papago children, seventeen of the twenty- 
one children comprising the third grade of the Indian Agency 
School at Sells wore selected for testing. Of tho remaining 
four children in tho class, two were children of white Agency 
employees, so wore not tested, while the end of the school 
day and the fact that the two remaining Papago children had 
to board a waiting school bus prevented their inclusion in 
the group tested. Third grade subjects were used because of 
their relatively short exposure to the English language, and 
because of their relatively larger vocabulary than first or 
second grade children.

Four ninth grade children at the school were also tested



in order to obtain come measure of the effect of maturation
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upon the appearance of the substitutions. The results of 
those tests were compared with those of the third grade 
children.

Constructing and Administering the Tests 
Constructing the tests.— For use with the third grade 

children the writer devised a picture articulation test pat
terned after Van Riper (29), consisting of a group of pic
tures, each representing a familiar object, the name of 
which contained the sound to bo tested in either the initial, 
medial, or final position in the word. For example, the 
first three pictures used were of "pie", "apple", and "sheep", 
which tested the (p) sound in the initial, medial, and final 
position of each word. Each picture tested only one sound in 
one of the positions in which it occurs in English. Only 
General American speech sounds were tested, thus excluding 
such sounds as (3) and (a) which occur in Eastern or Southern 
American dialects. Blends of consonants were not included. 
Some of the sounds were not tested in all three positions 
because they do not normally occur in English in all three. 
These sounds or sound families are known as defective phone
mes and include the following consonants: (h) and (hw), which
occur only initially in syllables, (j), which occurs only 
medially or finally, and ), which occurs only medially or 
finally. In addition, many of the vowels and diphthongs do 
not normally occur in all three positions in words. For
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this reason the writer tested the vowels and diphthongs in 
only one position, usually the medial. The list of pictured 
objects comprising the articulation test constitutes Appen
dix A, Page 67.

The ninth grade subjects read "Arthur the Rat", a pas
sage "loaded" with all the sounds of American English.

Administer inn; the tests.— The third grade subjects were 
tested individually using the following procedure: The
writer first obtained identifying data such as name, ago, 
and sox, then explained to the child that ho (the writer) 
was going to show the child some pictures. The writer held 
the picture cards before the child, one at a time, and 
asked the child to name the picture. If the child employed 
a substitution for the sound being tested, the writer noted 
the'substitution on a worksheet by means of phonetic symbols.

A similar procedure was used in testing the ninth grade 
pupils. The children read aloud the passage "Arthur the 
Rat", while the writer again noted the sound substitutions 
with phonetic symbols.

Treatment of the Findings
Information obtained from the picture articulation 

tests was treated by tabulating the substitutions made on 
the individual tests. Then the data were further analyzed 
to determine the consistency of these errors with regard to 
the total number of children tested. The results of this



process '-Jere compared with the errors made by the ninth 
grade children for consistency in amount and typo.

Results
Results of the picture articulation tests are presented 

in Table 1 (Page 35)• The vertical column on the left of 
the Table lists the sounds of English in which there wore 
substitutions. The remainder of the Table is divided into 
three main divisions corresponding to the initial, medial, 
and final positions of the sound, each column containing 
the substitutions found and the number of children who made 
them.

An examination of the Table reveals a rather general 
tendency to devoice the consonant sounds (b), (d), ( g ) ,

(z), (v), (j), and (dj), that arc voiced in English, glot- 
talization of final (b), (d), and (g),' to (p*), (t*), and 
(If), and dentalization of (0) and (%). The children sub
stituted some English vowels for others, specifically (a.) 

for (a ), and (i) for (I).

Summary
Seventeen third grade children were used as subjects of 

a preliminary survey to determine whether the Papago child
ren used sound substitutions in their English speech. A 
picture articulation test was administered and substitutions 
were recorded in phonetic symbols. A smaller group of ninth 
grade children was tested in running speech and the results
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SOUED SUBSTITIJTIOITS FOulID I I I  All ARTICUIATIOIT SURVEY 
OF THIRD GRADE CHILDRE1T AT SELLS, ARIZONA

SOUND POSITION:
INITIAL MEDIAL FINAL

b P'i5&

V v -̂1 /3 -li v^-l6

6 t-8bn t-6n t-16n
d-3

d cTt-3 tN-16

9 9k**3 3k-6 h* -17

Z zs-6 Zs-li]. zs-l?

3 3/-1S .

d3 d-1

i i-16

A CL ”12

a(p1 ), (t*), and (1:*) are glottalized sounds.
D(t) and (d) are dentalized sounds.

n n

To read the Table: In the first horizontal column above,
there were fifteen children who"substituted (p1) for (b) 
in the final position of a word.



compared. An analysis of the data obtained from those tests 
revealed several consistent substitutions, primarily con
sisting of the unvoicing of voiced English consonant sounds. 
The existence of these substitutions provided the justifica
tion for an intensive study of the problem. The materials 
and procedures used in the study are described in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER IV

MATERIALS AMD PROCEDURES USED III THE STUDY

Following the preliminary survey described in the last 
chapter, the writer undertook the study itself, dealing with 
the phonemic aspect of bilingualism among Papago Indian 
children. This chapter will present a discussion of the se
lection of the subjects, the materials and procedures used 
in obtaining the data, and the treatment of the data.

Selecting the Subjects
Fifth and sixth grade children from government schools 

at Sells, Santa Rosa Ranch, Chuichu, Santa Rosa, and Kcr '.Jo 
wore used to determine the characteristic sound substitu
tions in the English speech of Papago Indian children. 
Children in those two grades were chosen because the writer 
did not foel that either grade taken alone constituted a suf
ficient sample of the school population, and because the type 
of material planned in obtaining the speech samples (a read
ing text) presupposed a fairly fluent reading ability. An 
effort was made to include all children in a grade, at each 
school. Those not included were pupils who were absent the 
day the writer visited their schools. In all, the writer 
obtained samples of the English speech of eighty-one child
ren on the Reservation, of which seventy form the basis of



this study. El oven samples •were discarded because of faulty 
recording technique, Table 2, below, shows the composition 
of the group when divided into grades and schools the child
ren attended.
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TABLE 2
C01-IPOSITIOIT OF THE SAMPLE

School Pupils
Fifth
Grade

Sixth
Grade

Total Humber 
of Pupils

Her Wo 3 7
Santa Rosa 
Ranch il- 9
Sells 13 11 25
Chuichu 2 5 7
Santa Rosa I k 9 23

3b 35 70

The presence in the Papago language of dialect groups 
constituted a possible source of variation in the results of 
the study. In order to determine the degree of this influ
ence, the writer attempted to obtain samples of speech repre
sentative of each of the dialect groups and sub-groups on 
the Reservation. However, after the recordings were made it 
was discovered that most.of the children came from the Sells 
and Santa Rosa areas, both sub-group areas where major
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dialect groups overlap (12). To determine differences in 
the dialects that wore obtained, the writer compared phone
tic transcriptions of the speech of a group of children, 
which included each of the dialect groups and sub-dialect 
groups represented.‘.in the sample.

Determination of the effect of the Spanish language 
upon the results of the study was made in the same way, by 
comparing phonetic transcriptions of Spanish speaking Papago 
children with those of children who spoke only Papago and 
English.

Devising the Material
The decision concerning the type of material to be used 

in obtaining the speech samples was made on the assumption 
that speech is, in its most characteristic form, a connected 
series of sounds. In lino with this reasoning, the speech 
samples obtained wore in this form, rather than in those of . 
isolated words, or sentences.

Scone of the material.— The material was designed to 
test only General American speech sounds, the sounds used 
by most speakers of the Southwest. It included all the 
speech sounds characteristic of this American dialect, and 
was "loaded” with voiced consonant sounds of the types which 
showed the greatest consistency in substitutions in the pre
liminary survey; (b), (d), (^), (z), (j), (d^), and (v). In 
the case of tho latter group of sounds, an attempt was made.



whorevor possible, to include occurrences of the sounds in 
all their customary positions.

Form of the material.— In gathering samples of con
nected speech, the most realistic procedure would be to ob
tain completely spontaneous speech of the subjects as they 
verbalise their thoughts. However, using this approach, it 
is not possible to maintain sufficient control over the 
typos and quantities of speech sounds necessary to the com
pletion of a study such as this. Consequently, oral reading 
was deemed the best controlled opportunity for obtaining con
nected speech, and to this end a short story, "The Boy and 
His Cows", was devised containing the speech sounds discussed 
in the paragraph above. The story consisted of 2&1 words, 
all on a second grade level, and all found in State adopted 
reading tents, except for words such as "bridge", "show", 
"pleasure", and "watch", all necessary additions because of 
the sounds they contain.

For greater ease in reading, the text of the story was 
typewritten, using the primer typewriter. For the text, see 
Appendix B, Pago 71.

Obtaining the Speech Samples
While the process of recording speech in phonetic sym

bols as they arc uttered is sufficient in cases of isolated 
words or word lists, it is not adequate for the accurate re
cording of connected speech. To obtain a permanent record 
which could be referred to again and again, the speech of
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the subjects in this study was recorded on tape. Procedure 
used in obtaining the recordings was as follows: Each child
was first asked a series of questions concerning his lan
guage background (see Appendix C, Page 73), then he was 
given the typewritten copy of the text, and instructed in 
the following manner: "Here is a story for you to read.
Read it over silently, and show me any words in it that you 
do not know, or are not sure of." When the child had fin
ished the silent reading, the writer pronounced or explain
ed unknown words, then said: "How would you like to read
the story again, this time aloud, for the tape recorder?" 
Upon receiving his assent (none refused), the child was 
cautioned to speak loudly enough in order for the tape re
corder to "hear him". The recorder was switched on, and the 
child1s voice was recorded.

If a child faltered on a word ho was prompted. That 
this procedure has no effect upon pronunciation of the sub
ject has been shown in at least one study. Tomplin (26), 
in research dealing with pro-school children, reports that 
"There is no difference in measured articulation when a 
sound is tested in a word spontaneously uttered or in a 
word repeated after the examiner." There is little reason 
to believe that a different state of affairs exists with 
children of school age, since those of pro-school age are, 
if anything, more prone to imitate in speech. This is one 
of the accepted bases of the young child1s acquisition of 
speech (11).
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■When the recordings were completed, they wore "dubbed" 

or transferred from the tapes to disc records by means of 
a Rek-O-iCut disc recorder. This was done because of the 
difficulty in listening to one phrase or word several times 
in succession on the tape recorder. On the other hand, 
when using disc records, the a m  containing the reproducing 
mechanism may easily bo lifted from one groove of a record 
to another. Phonetic analysis consisted of listening to 
the recordings and transcribing by means of phonetic symbols 
the speech sounds reproduced on the records. Excerpts from 
two of the transcriptions are included in Appendix D, Page 
7k, while complete recordings of the speech of the came two 
subjects constitute Appendix E.

Treatment of the Findings
Information obtained from the transcriptions was an

alysed in the following manner:
1. Sound substitutions deemed characteristic of the 

speech of each individual wore arrived at by the 
process of selecting certain words in the text as 
key words from which to determine sound substitu
tions, and by comparing these results with an over
all impression of the substitutions occurring in the 
transcription. For instance, to determine the in
cidence of substitutions of (z5) for (s), the words 
in which the (z) sound occurred which wore chosen as 
key words were "zoom", "busy", "buzzed", "was", and



" I d " . If the (a3) substitution occurred in those 
words, and.an overall view of the transcription 
yielded other instances of the error, the substi
tution was dcoined characteristic of the speech of 
that individual. This device provided a basis for 
uniformity in judging the speech of the children, 
since the same key words were used in evaluating 
each transcription.

2. Substitutions characteristic of the group of sub
jects were ascertained by tabulating the substitu
tions of the individuals on a numerical basis.

3• Determination of the influence of Papago language 
dialects and the Spanish language upon the results 
of the study was made. This was accomplished, in 
the former case, by a comparison of transcriptions 
of the speech of children from each of the dialect 
groups and sub-groups which wore represented in 
the sample; and in the latter case, by a comparison 
of transcriptions of Spanish speaking Papago child
ren with those of non-Spanish speaking children.

Summary
The writer selected recordings of the speech of seventy 

fifth and sixth grade Papago Indian children from five of 
the Reservation schools in order to determine sound substi
tutions characteristic of the English speech of the children



The subjects read aloud a story containing those voiced 
consonant sounds, (b), (d), (y), (2), (j), (dj), and (v),
which revealed the greatest number of substitutions in the 
preliminary survey described in Chapter III.

The readings were recorded on magnetic tape, then "dub
bed" onto disc records. Those recordings were phonetically 
analyzed by listening to each speech sound, perhaps many 
times, and writing the sound heard by means of phonetic sym
bols ♦ In this fashion a phonetic transcription of the speech 
of each child was obtained.

Sound substitutions occurring in the speech of each sub
ject wore ascertained by means of the study of the phonetic 
transcriptions. Substitutions deemed characteristic of the 
speech of each individual were determined by using a series 
of selected words in the text as key words from which to de
termine errors. Those individual substitutions were tabu
lated to determine those characteristic of the subjects as a 
group. Comparisons of individual transcriptions were made 
in order to determine the effect of the Spanish language up
on the results of the study.



CHAPTER V

RESULTS OP THE STUDY

Thin chapter will present a discussion of the results 
of the procedure described in Chapter IV, including a tab
ulation of the answers to the preliminary questions asked 
the children concerning their language background (Appendix 
C, Pago 73)> a composite context of the Papago-English dia
lect which.includes the substitutions described in the 
Chapter, the substitutions themselves, divided into the 
vowels and consonants, and modifications noted in the dia
lect.

Preliminary Questions
Lanreuanps spoken by parents.— Eleven of the children 

reported that their parents spoke Papago only; thirty-nine 
reported their parents1 languages as English and Papago; 
nineteen reported English, Papago, and "some” Spanish; and 
one reported Spanish and Papago as the languages spoken by 
his parents. Of those parents speaking only Papago, most 
were from the Her Wo and Santa Rosa Ranch areas, both rela
tively far removed from white cultural contacts.

Languages spoken by subiocts.— Sixty-one of the seventy 
children spoke both English and Papago, while nine spoke 
some Spanish as well. Of this latter group, five attended
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the Sells School, three attended the Santa Rosa School, 
and one attended the school at Santa Rosa Ranch.

An examination of the phonetic transcriptions of those 
subjects who spoke Spanish yielded no substitutions disting
uishable from those who did not speak Spanish, many Spanish- 
English substitutions are similar to those of Papago-Bngiish. 
Lynn (18) includes interchange of (i) and (I), unvoicing of 
(z), substitution of (&) for (A), and (u) for (U) as typical 
Spanish-English substitutions. All these substitutions wore 
found to be characteristic of Papago-English. However, one 
area of difficulty for the speaker of Spanish-English, the 
confusion of { t j ) and { j ), which Lynn places first in the 
order of difficulty in Spanish-English dialect, was not found 
in the present study. The writer does not feel that the 
Spanish language exerted a measurable influence upon the lan
guage of the subjects of this study.

Language usually spoken in the home.— Sixty-three of the 
seventy children gave Papago as the language usually spoken 
in the homo. The remaining seven children reported English. 
This points up the difficulty the Papago child has in absorb
ing the English language. Ho must learn English in order to 
participate in school activities, but it does not become a 
part of his family and cultural life.

Learning to speak English.— Forty-one of the seventy 
children reported learning English after starting to school.



while twenty-nine reported learning English before entry 
into school. Of this latter group, almost half (fourteen) 
attended the school at Sells, where closer contacts are 
maintained with white culture, because of the Indian Agency 
headquarters located there.

Homes of the sub loots.— Although the seventy children 
attended only five schools, their homes include twenty vil
lages or towns. Reservation schools arc located in central 
areas and busses carry the children perhaps fifteen or twen
ty miles to or from school. One of the schools, the one at 
Santa Rosa, is a boarding school which has children from 
many parts of the Reservation whose parents may bo working 
off the Reservation. Subjects of this study from the Santa 
Rosa School came from ton different areas, including one 
child from Tucson. Table 3 below lists the homes of the 
subjects of the study,

TABLE 3
HOKES 0? THE SUBJECTS

Her V/o. . . . . . .  . 5
Vaya Chin........ 1
Manager1s Dam . . . .  3
Santa Rosa........ 8
Kohatk. . . . . . . .  1
San Xavier Mission. . 2
/me gam...........  6
Comob abi.......... 1
Ak Chin . ............  1
Q n 01 k * « » e . * . 1
(Humbors refer to the number

Tucson..............  1
China Village . . . .  1
Chuichu . . . . . . .  6
Mill to Horse Pass. . . 1
Sells............  . 15
Fresnel . . . . . . .  2
Ghoulic ............  A
Pan T a k .......... ' .
Queen Ranch ........
Sil ITalcva . . . . . . _.___k

children from each village.)

ro v
-> -



Papago Dialects
Using the information above concerning the homes of the 

subjects, a detailed comparison was made of the transcrip
tions of one child from each of the following villages: Kor
Wo, Ghoulic. Sells, Pan Pal:, Anogam, White Horse Pass, Cono- 
babi, Fresnel, San Xavier Fission, Henager1s Dam, and Kohatk, 
One child was included from the City of Pucson. Phc compar
ison included speakers from the following major dialect 
groups (13): Hiy'lrima (Her Wo), Kokololoti (Choulic), Ilau-
hauwash (Monagor * s Dam), Potokowany (-Pan Talc), and Kohatk 
(Kohatk). In addition, speakers from areas where the major 
dialect groups overlap wore included: Kokololoti and Poto-
kowany (Sells), Kohatk and Potokowany (Anogam), and Kohatk 
and Pima (White Horse Pass). Results of this comparison 
yielded no distinctive differences apparent in this study, 
except for the fact that those who live near the area of 
contact with the Pima seem to have less of the lenis muscu
lar action in speaking, and have more of an "English11 qual
ity in their speech. Phis was apparent in all of the child
ren recorded at the school at Chuichu, which lies in an area 
of dialect combining Pina and Kohatk, These children did 
not tend to devoico the (b), (d), (3 ), (z), (j), and (03) as 
much as their follows to the south. Their final voiced plo
sive sounds, however, were glottalized in the same manner as 
those of the others. It seems unlikely that dialectal dif
ferences in the Papago language are great enough to have a
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substantial influence on the results of this study.

Composite Transcription
A composite transcription of the text is included here 

to give a point of reference to the discussion of the sound 
substitutions which follows. All dialect substitutions dis
cussed in the Chapter are included in the transcription.

Once there was. a boy. Ho was called Bob. Ho
wans W 3  Z s o 0P3I hi woz3 ko^t1 bpapt hi

had three fine cows. Every morning he called his
h*t* tjti-

n fain kouJz2 6/3*1 noa'nlj hi koJgt t hi*' z E

dog. He took the cows over the old bridge and
d^a k* hi tuv!rt kaJJz5 o/Sz* da o \n 9 b̂ Li*" dj ̂  arnit1

to a hill to oat some grass.
tu e h l vX tu it sam g-VLtf s

One day Bob was tired and very sleepy. Ho
wan d°cl b-Roup ( w a s " talat: a m t  * v e A l  sJfipi hi

went to sleep under a tree with his dog beside
wfcv nt; tu si ip and-* c t A i wiv tn hiv z" d^bk1 b^isajt1

him. But when he went to sleep. his . cows ran into
hiv n bwat. hwVn hi went tu slip hiv sG kauzGA sen Intu

a corn field, 
e lo*n f i3J? t»
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Bob waked up. l ie saw his three cows eating
bPflup1 wokt ap hi S3 hivss tjtin koCJs2 itlg

the corn. Fir st he called to the in. Then he picked

8 * kayn fjTst hi W t : tu den dtnn n hi piv kt

up a stick . He ran after thorn. His dog barked
ap o stiv k hi Adq.n aafty cHm hiv z s d un k * bHoykt

and barked but the cows were not afraid. Those cows
dent* b^L^kt b^at S’ k«0Jas w<r nat afKelt1 dozs k«JJzs

would not come out
wilt * ne.t ken aUt

of the corn field. Bob put
da ko*n fi^f t« b^ap 1 pur t

the stick down and began to cry. 
da stiy k d^ftUn %ntf b^ig-aui tu kJtalIf

Just then a busy little honey bee buzzed by
dj^ast d€ii 0 b?iv zcI JtltJt hajil b^i b%-sst b^al

"Woll, little hoy. " said the boo, "Ifnat is the
weJl SivtJ( bP?! set1 S’ bPi hw<Lt 5.v s dan
trouble?" The boy answered, "I cry because I can't
tx.<baJ( da bPnx ainsy tl kAoj b^Iko z s <Lj kaint

get my cows out of the corn field. 1 wish I could.1
3 he. t mal kajJz8 OJJt av- dan ke fi^t* a] viyJ  0.1 kuvt i

"Stop your crying now," said the busy bee. "A fine
stop ja1 kxaln naU S(_t i da b^ivzSin b^i o f cyn



child like you should know that crying won’ t get
t j ' a i ^ t  t ^ a l l : ,iu JuKt nou dad t local g wont 3 h t t

those cons out. hatch me. I will show you how to
dozs
n

kttU z G oJJt xi«LtJ mi oy wi^ joU ju hall tu

nako them come." "Just watch," said the bee. "It
me lie dfmft lcQ.ni t 5 w o t1 s it 1 d 3 bPi iv t

will be a pleasure. The cows are afraid of my
Wiyf bPi q p jp e lr /a i  d g  k a U z s a.3<

—/  n
^frtelti d v ^ mo.o

sting,■u
stivg

Zoom, zoom, zoom. he buzzed as he flew over the
zsum zsum zcum hi bPazct adz3 hi f^u o v y  d? 

n

biggest cow. He flew into its hair. All at once
bPi Q "9 st ko-U hi fXu ivntu ivts he.** oJP dtt weens

he began to sting, 
hi bPifl^n tu ntiv g

"lloo-oo," said the c ow. It made so much noise
mu: stt: d9n koU ivt melt1 so notj nolz3

that it scared the other cows. They didn’t stop
<1311; iv t sk&yt i da a. da1 koHs3n ii deln d"bi Vnt stap

until they were homo again.
9 nti^ del w#n hoIJm a g^gn
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Sound Substitutions

Vowels and diphthongs
Vowels.— Table k, below, presents the substitutions in 

vowel sounds made by the Papago children. The Table reveals 
a generalized difficulty in keeping within the boundaries of 
the phonemes of English, which are much narrower than those 
of Papago. For example: Substitutions for the English (£)
phoneme included (i) in "them", (el) in "pleasure", and (I) 
and (£v ) in "well". The Table also shows that when a Pap- 
ago child comes to a vowel in English not found in his lan
guage , he substitutes a Papago vowel that sounds closest to 
it. An example of this is the large incidence of substitu
tions of (a.) for (A), in words like "up", "under", and "trou
ble". Vowel substitutions deemed characteristic of the group 
of subjects tested arc ( V ) for (I), (a) for (A), and (uv) 
for CO').

TABLE k
IHCIDEITCE OF SUBSTITUTIONS I IT VOWELS

Sound I 6 A u

Initial iV -k? Q.-33

Hedial • iv 51|-
' •

iv -3
V-3I -1 

. el-l
€-11 a_-k5 uv -k6

(Ho substitutions were noted in the final position)



Diphthongs«— There was a tendency.to split each of the 
two diphthongs of English, (al) and (all) into two pure vow
els, and to substitute Papago vowels for those of English.
(al) bo cane the two pure vowels (o.) and (I) in the speech 
of thirteen of the subjects, while (all) became (dO and (U) 
in fourteen cases.

Consonants
Plosives .— Table below, showing the incidence of sub

stitutions in the plosive consonants, clearly illustrates 
the basic difference in sound production between a Papago

TABLE 5
I1TCIDEUCE OP SUBSTITUTIONS III PLOSIVES

£3

-Sound b d 9

Initial . bP-bO dt_6h 31c-63

medial bPk22
—N dt_5'3

Final p 1 k6o 
bP-10 t« and dv-l? 

dr-2
kt-38'

k* and g"'-10
3k-2

speaker and a native speaker of English. The Papago speaker 
has a relaxed and easy muscular quality in his speech, while 
that of the English speaker is firm and vigorous. Our (p)
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sound Is, in most cases, produced by building up a consid
erable amount of air pressure behind the lips, then explo
ding it. The Papago speaker uses, far less pressure, Since 
the Papago uses this lenis rather than our fortis type of 
musculature, his sounds will sound strange and difficult to 
distinguish to our ears. His (b) in English sounds some
where between (b) and (p), his (d) between (d) and (t), and 
his (g) between (g) and (1c). In addition to this. Pap ago 
final plosives arc, in a great many cases, modified by clo
sure of the glottis at the same time the lips impound the 
air. This glottalizatioa lends yet another aspect of 
strangeness to the Papago1s English speech.

All the features described above were found in the 
speech of the subjects, and are listed in the Table.

The lateral consonant (j)).— The Papago rotroflexod lat
eral consonant, described by Kurath (16) as something be
tween the English (f ) and (/*), appeared as a substitute for 
the English (J[) in the word "called", in the speech of nine 
of the seventy subjects.

Fricatives.— Substitutions were found in fricative 
sounds (v), (z), (0), (̂ ), and (j). In all cases except 
(0) and (%), the tendency was to devoice the sounds which 
are normally strongly voiced in English. Thus (v) became 
like (f), (s) like (s), and (j) like ( j ). ( $ ) and (?) were
not subject to the devoicing tendency, but wore produced in 
a different manner than in English, by placing the tongue



against the inner surface of the upper teeth instead of be
tween the upper and lower teeth, as we produce the sounds. 
This gave the effect of a dentalized (t) for (8), and a 
dontalisod (d) for (3).

A sound of Papago akin to our (v) sound, but made bi- 
labially instead of labiodentally occurred in the speech 
of several of the subjects, and is symbolized by 8̂ ).

Table 6 itemizes the substitutions which occurred in 
the fricative sounds.

TABLE 6
I1TCIDEIJCE OP SuBSTITUTJOlTS 111 FRICATIVES

Sound V Z 6 3

Initial v̂ -1
w-1
>3-13

dz-l
dj -1
sG-21

t-h.6 d-52n

Medial X3-13 s3-67 d-ks 3/-53

Final vf-70 zc-69 t-39

Affricates.— Substitutions wore noted in both of the 
English affricates (tj) and (dj). In the final position (tj) 
was glottalizod, in nineteen cases appearing as (t*). The 
voiced affricate (cl̂ ) was devoiced to (d^f) in fifty-six



cases in the final position. The sound (dj) uas glottalizcd 
to (1 tj) oy tuonty of the subjects, and to (t1) by twelve of 
tho subjects, in the final position.

Modifications
As tho speech organs pass from the position of one 

sound to that of another, they pass through many positions 
which may modify the sounds produced. These modifications 
help.to make languages and dialects more distinguishable. 
Several were noted in the Pa.p ago-English dialect and will be 
briefly dealt with here.

Glottal modifications.— The speaker of Papago-English 
uses his glottis extensively as a sound modifying device.
As is reported by Kurath (16), he invariably uses the glottal 
plosive approach to vowels that begin a word. For example, 
when wo say "1 idolize her", we do not say it like this:
(al jalde-t als ha'), but wo separate the words with a glottal 
plosive approach to tho second word in the phrase, like 
this: (al talda-Ralz ha'). This glottal modifier is also
used by the Papago at the end of words which terminate in 
vowels, as in "cry" (knal*), and as has already been men
tioned earlier in the chapter, it is customary to glottal- 
izo final plosive consonants, so that "Bob" (bob) becomes 
(bF<Lp:), "had" (haul) becomes (h%t *), and "dog" (dog) be
comes (dole1 ).

Other modifications.— Two other features of tho Papago-
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English dialect are worth noting here. One is the trans
itional sound (e) which occurs between words as in "just 
watch" "(d)a stawaty ), which occurred in the speech of twenty- 
two of the subjects between the two words just mentioned, 
Another is the phenomenon of talking on inhalation instead 
of exhalation, which is the normal procedure. This feature 
of Papago speech has been reported by Mason (19). The writer 
noted six of the children articulating several words of the 
text in this fashion.

Summary
This chapter has reported the results of a study of 

the phonemic aspect of bilingualism in seventy Papago 
Indian children. From the information given by the child
ren and from comparison of the transcriptions of the 
speech of children from different dialect groups, modify
ing factors such as knowledge of the Spanish language and 
differences in Papago dialects were- ruled1 out as substan
tial influences upon the results of the study.

A composite transcription of the text was included as 
a point of reference to the discussion of the sound substi
tutions which followed.

As a general rule, the subjects found the boundaries of 
our more numerous vowel phonemes confusing and substituted 
other phonemes, such as (i), (el), and (I) and (tv) for (£). 
Characteristic vowel substitutions noted wore (iv) for (I), 
(a.) for (A), and (uv) for (U). Diphthongs tended to become



fractured into pure vowels with Papago vowels substituted 
for those of English, such as (aj) for (al), and (<tu) for 
(aU).

The consonants of the subjects of the study clearly 
show the lenis nuscular action of their speech organs which 
gives the unvoiced quality to sounds firmly voiced by native 
speakers of English, This was illustrated in the plosives, 
whereby (b), (d), and (g) were spoken by the children as
(bP), (d.t), and (g1:), or as (pi), (fc*), (l-:*), when in the 
final position and glottalized.

The retroflo:;od Pap ago lateral consonant was sub
stituted for the (j[) of English in several cases.

Fricative sounds substituted were principally voiced 
sounds (v), (z), and ( j ) , which wore dovoiced in the same 
manner as the plosives, and (6) and i ' i ) which were produced 
in an atypical manner, becoming dentalizod rather than in
terdental, as usually produced. The Papago sound (/9), which 
is similar to our (v), but produced "oilabially instead of 
1abiodentally, was substituted for the English (v).

Affricates (tj) and (d^) wore both glottalized in the 
final position, and (dj) was dovoiced to (ck̂ 1"/ ) in the ini
tial and medial positions.

Modifications characteristic of the Papago-Eng1ish dia
lect noted included the glottal plosive approach and termi
nation of vowels, glottalization of final plosive consonants 
(b), (d), and (g )  to (pi), (t *), and (l;t ), occurrence of the



intrusive schwa (a) between syllables, and the phenomenon of 
talking on inhalation.
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COITGLUSIOII

Findings
The unit ox* found dialectal variations in the English 

speech of the Papago Indian children tested which can he 
accounted for in the basic differences between the Papago 
and English languages. These variations can be classified 
according to the type of substitution:

1♦ Sounds of Papago may be directly substituted for 
English sounds as in the word "trouble" where 
(tJt<\baJ() becomes (tjcobaj). Direct substitution 
of Papago for English sounds occurred in the 
English phonemes (v), ( \ ) , (I), (%), (a ), and ’
(u).

2. Sounds similar in both languages may be produced
differently, English sounds in which this occur
red were (b), (d), (g), (z), (j), (dj), (0), and
( 3 ) .

3. The addition of modification sounds of Papago 
speech to English gives a distinct variant flavor 
to the dialect, The main factor is the glottal- 
ization of sounds, both vowel and consonant, which 
gives a staccato quality to the speech.

The main factor which contributes to those dialectal 
variations is the learning of a second language (English) 
after the native language (Papago) has become rooted in
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the sensory and motor patterns of the Individual. The 
Papago child learns the second language in terms, of the 
sensory and motor patterns conditioned by the native lan
guage, thereby producing variant pronunciations I mown col
lectively as Papago-English dialect.

Conclusion
There is a need for a course of study for these Ind

ian children dealing with spoken English and conducted by 
teachers having a knowledge of the phonetic systems of both 
the English and Indian languages, in order that they may, 
through the use of auditory training and corrective techni
ques in sound production, become aware of the similarities 
and differences in their languages, and may learn to effect 
an adjustment to both.

Application to the Teaching of Spoken English 
In the Reservation Schools

In the field of foreign accent, the phonemic approach 
is a sound foundation upon which to build, because of its 
logical explanations of sound substitutions. A program of 
retraining in pronunciation, in order to be successful, 
must be predicated upon "why" as well as "how". Utilising 
the information derived from a study of the phonemes of the 
Papago and English languages, and the substitutions arising 
in English from the differences between the two languages, 
a program of retraining to eliminate the characteristic sub
stitutions of the dialect could be undertaken. For example:
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Sounds of both English and Papago could bo first isolated, 
or taken from thoir context in words, then described, then 
demonstrated so that the children could learn to discrim- 
inato between the sounds of the two languages. To be more 
specific, the Papago child1s confusion of (i) and (I) could 
be alleviated by isolation of the two sounds, training to 
recognize the two sounds, and discriminating drill with con
trasting word pairs using the two sounds, such as "foet/fit", 
"hoat/hit", "scat/sit", "beat/bit", and "meat/mitt". A sim
ilar program could be developed to deal with the interchange 
of (u) and (U).

The English sound (A) could be isolated and described 
as a new sound, pointing out differences in manner of pro
duction, in that the jaw is not dropped as much for (A) as 
for {cQ, and in the acoustic result, by pointing out the dif
ferent quality of the sound in "duck" from that in "dock".

Children could understand the concept of fortis plo
sives in English if given visual and kinaesthetic cues by 
having them strongly aspirate the voiceless plosives (p),
(t), and (k) so that a candle flame or piece of paper in 
front of the child's face is moved by the rush of air. Prom 
this point of departure drill in production of aspirated 
plosives could bo undertaken and later the differences be
tween the voiced and voiceless sounds could bo introduced 
and dealt with.

Most of the fricative sounds could be approached on the



basis of the differences between voiced and unvoiced pairs: 
(v)/(f), (z)/(s), and ( j ) / ( J )  • The interdental fricatives 
(Q) and (̂ ) could be explained by pointing out the correct 
manner of production, tolling the child to make sure his 
tongue is between his upper and lower front teeth, instead 
of touching the back of his upper front teeth.

Glottalization could be described and demonstrated by 
the teacher with a knowledge of phonetics, in order to in
troduce the glottal fricative approach to vowels in place 
of that of the glottal plosive, which gives the Papago-Eng- 
lish dialect its machine-gun effect.

This discussion of applications of the study to the 
pronunciation problems of the Papago Indian children is not 
complete, and is not meant to be complete. It is to be tak
en only as an example of what could be achieved in a program 
of retraining bilingual children using as a basis the phone
mic approach to the study of foreign accent.
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APPS1IBIX A

MATERIALS USED III THE PRELIMI1TARY SURVEY

Picture Articulation Test
)ITiID POSITION:

INITIAL MEDIAL FI1TAL
P pic apple she cp
b "boy rabbit bib
m . mouse hamburger drum
m-; white
w window sandwich
f fork telephone knife
V valentine shovel stove
6 thumb birthday teeth

mother
t turtle bottle cat
d doy saddle bird
n nose pencil nan
k car blocks duck

9 girl wagon flag

9 monkeys ring
h house
X leaves balloon ball
K rod orange highchair
s santa claus bicycle glass



somiD POSITION:
INITIAL MEDIAL FINAL

z zipper scissors horses

/ shoes dishes fish

3
television

¥ chair pitcher wat ch
jets soldier bridge

.1 yellow onions
i teeth
I bridge
t bread
ae hand
a arm
u shoe
u books
o dogs
9 camera
A truck
& hair
ou nose
31 boy
©I face
al whit e
all flowers
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Text of Arthur the Rat

Once there was a young rat named Arthur, who never could 

make up his mind. Whenever his friends asked h i m  if he would 

like to go out w ith them, he would only answer, "I d o n ’t 

know." He w o u l d n ’t say "yes" or "no" either. He would al

ways shirk making a choice.

His Aunt H e l e n  said to him, "How, look h e r d  Ho one 

is going to care for you if you carry on like this. Y o u  

have no more mind than a blade of grass."

One rainy day, the rats heard a great noise in the loft. 

The pine rafters were all rotten, so that the b arn was rather 

unsafe. At last, the Joists gave way and fell to the g r o u n d . 

The walls shook, and all the rats hair stood on end w i t h  

fear and horror. "This w o n ’t do," said the captain. " I ’ll 

send out scouts to search for a new home."

W i thin five hours, the ten scouts came b a c k  and said,

"We found a stone house where there is room and board for 

us all. There is a kindly horse named ITelly, a cow, a calf, 

and a garden w i t h  an elm tree." The rats crawled out of 

their little houses and stood on the floor in a long line. 

Just then the old rat saw A r t h u r . "Stop," he ordered coarse

ly, "You are coming, of course?" " I ’m  not certain," said 

Arthur undaunted. "The roof may not come down yet." "Well," 

said the angry old rat, "We c a n ’t wait for you to join us. . 

Right about f a c e . 11 archI"

Arthur stood and watched them hurry away. "I think I ’ll 

go tomorrow," he calmly said to himself, "but then again, I

tiniv. of Arizona Library
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d o n ’t know. I t ’s so nice and snug h e r e .

That night thorc was a big crash. In the foggy morning, 

some me n — with some boys and girls— rode up and looked at the 

barn. One of them moved a board and he saw a young rat, 

quite dead, half in and half out of his h o l e . Thus the 

shirker got his d u e . (From The Sunken W o r d . ITovembcr, 1935>, 

P. 17.)



APPZlTDIX b

Text of The Boy and His Covis

Once there was A boy. Ho was called Bob. He had 

three fine cows. Every m o r ning he, called his dog. lie 

tool: the cows over the old bridge and to a. hill to cat 

some grass.

One day Bob was tired and very sleepy. He went to 

sleep under a tree w i t h  his dog beside him. But w h e n  he 

went to sleep, his cows ran into a corn field.

Bob waked up. lie saw his three cows eating the corn 

First ho called to them. T h e n  he picked up a stick. He 

ran after them. His dog barked and barked but the cows 

were not a f r a i d . Those cows would not come out of the 

corn field. Bob put the stick down and began to cry.

Just then a b usy little h o n e y  bee buzzed by. "Hell 

little boy," said the bee, "What is the trouble?” The 

boy answered, "I cry because I can't get my cows out of 

the corn f i e l d . I w i s h  I could."

"Stop your crying now, "said the busy bee. "A fine 

child like you should know that crying won't got those 

cows out. H a tch me. I will show you how to make them 

come." "Just w a t c h , " said the bee. "It will bo a p l e a 

sure. The cows arc afraid of my sting."

Zoom, zoom, zoom, he buzzed as ho flew over the



biggest cow. lie flow into its hair. All at once he began 

to sting.

"iloo-oo," said the cow, it made so m u c h  noise that

it scared the other cows. They d i d n ft stop until they 

were homo again.



AFPEHDXX 0

LIST OF QuESTIOITS

1. %'Jliat i s your nano ?

2. lion old arc you?

3. Uhat grade are you in?

If., Do your parents speak Pap ago?

3'. Do your parents speak English?
6. Do your parents speak Spanish?

7• Do y o u  speak Papago?

8. Do you speak English?

9. Do you speak Spanish?

10. Ulrich language do you and your parents generally speak 

in the home?

11 Did you learn English before or after y o u  started to 

school?

12. Uhcro is your home?



APPENDIX D

TRANSCRIPTIONS ON PAPACrO-ENC-LISH 

LOUISA PABLO AGE U  NINTH GRADE SANTA ROSA SCHOOL
Onco there vjas a boy. Ho v/as called Bob. Ho

WOJIS ■<f£.y r 9 z G e b ? 3 l hi n 9 z G h o ^ t 1 b-^tp1 hi

had three fine cons. Every morning he called his

hâ :Vc 6/tl fain kau"zfi 6 > S x I n o f n l i ] hi l:o{t1 hiv z

do". He took the cons over the old bridge and

(VSl:1 hi t u vk* ^9 icaUzG ov3f oJla b‘î civ * if w i t 1

a hill to oat cono grass,
c will tu it S9 n 5 *Vt

One day Bob nas tired and very sleepy. Ho
nMl d.̂ el oGap1 H9 Z S tala'1 1 atnt1 V̂ fcJLl s^ipl hi

nent to sloop under a tree with bis dog beside
vie nt tu s%ip onda' 0 t^i 111'9 bi»z3 & c3 k 1 bplsalt 1

him. But nhon he no nt to sleep. his cons ran into
hiv m . bAt hU£n hi nent tu sjlip hi z 3 kaUz3 -As’n intu

a corn field.
e koyn fiaJi
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Bob wal:od up. lie saw his three cows eating

b?a.p1 well:1 cep hi sfct1 hiv s G 6sii l:aTJzs itlij

the corn. First he . called to then. Then he picked
5a hoya fi’st hi kaJ? t tu dtwn den hi piv kt i

up a stick. Ho ran aft of then. Ills dog barked
0.P e stiv l: hi Jithi 6* ft? dan hi*If zG dh)k: b^-Vlct

and barked but the cows were not afraid.
%nt' bHo.a'kt b^A tt kaUz3 w y  no.t1 afAeit1

LILLIA1T HA1TUEI, AGS :12 SIXTH GRADE GHUICHU SCHOOL
Once there was a boy . He - was called Bob. He
w a ns Sty wa z G o bo I hi waz 5 ka[t* bap1 hi

had three fine cows . Every Homing he called his
hait1 0AJ. fain kallz €vn.I noarnxy hi d ° hiz

dog. He took the cows over the old bridge and to

dole* hi t u vk "5a kaUz ova1 n* o l t f b^Ai*'dj^ «^nt1 tu

a hill to eat Gome grass, 

e hiv f̂ tu it 0 A * s

Ono day Bob was tired and very sleepy-. He
w a  n del bap1 wa z 3 taiyt * 3e.ntr v£ a r s-fipl hi

went to sleep under a tree with his dog beside
went tu s^ip Andy o t/%i NhOin£ dhkt bisalt1
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him. But v;hon ho went to sleep. his cows ran into
him bAt hw&n hi went tu s-Hp hlz kaU Intu

a corn field, 
o k̂ arn f l̂ f

Bob waked up. lie saw his three cows eating
beep1 wolct Ap hi S3 hlz 0/ti kaUz itlg.

the corn. First he called to them. Then he picked
loy n fjst hi k^t* tu %6m "5 fin hi piv kt

up a stick . He ran after them. His dog barked
AU e stlv k hi Aft a* % € n hlz do k i b&ykt

and barked but the cows were not afraid
â nt i baykt aUt 5d kaUzG wan nevb dDielt i


